Precision Dynamics Corporation is named to 2008 “Healthcare Informatics Top 100 Companies” List

Company makes prestigious list 3rd year in a row making it the leading automatic patient wristband focused provider ranked by healthcare IT revenue

July 2, 2008 - PRLog -- Precision Dynamics Corporation (PDC), the global leader in automatic wristband identification solutions, has been ranked by Healthcare Informatics (HCI) as 56th in its list of the top 100 healthcare information technology providers in its 15th annual survey. PDC’s ranking is based on revenues from its Healthcare segment which grew 10% from 2006 to 2007.

“Precision Dynamics Corporation is once again honored to be named among the top 100 of IT Healthcare,” said Gary Hutchinson, PDC president & CEO. “As the pioneer of patient safety through positive patient identification, PDC is also proud to be the only patient wristband company to be recognized by Healthcare Informatics. This acknowledgement reflects PDC’s ongoing commitment to patient safety and leadership in the healthcare IT field, which we take very seriously.”

“For 15 years, the Healthcare Informatics 100 has been used by providers and vendors to identify significant companies in the healthcare IT industry,” said Anthony Guerra, editor-in-chief of Healthcare Informatics. “Those organizations that make the list demonstrate a strong commitment to delivering the best products and services.”

To learn more about Healthcare Informatics 100 rankings, please visit: www.healthcare-informatics.com.

For more information about PDC’s positive patient wristband ID solutions, contact PDC’s Customer Care Department at: 800-772-1122 or 818-897-1111 and/or visit: www.pdcorp.com/healthcare.

About PDC ... Your Partner in Patient Safety™
For over 50 years, PDC has been the pioneer in patient safety through positive identification systems and other healthcare products. The company delivers quality wristband solutions that help protect millions of patients against medical errors, while preventing millions more in associated costs. PDC developed the first single-piece patient wristband, the first bar code wristband system, and the first Smart Band® RFID wristband system. For more information on PDC’s Healthcare products, visit www.pdcorp.com/healthcare.

PDC also produces wristband systems for the leisure and entertainment and law enforcement markets, including non-transferable VIP Band® wristbands in multiple colors and materials, and advanced Smart Band® RFID wristbands for cashless point of sale, keyless door entry, and access control and security. The company is committed to 100% quality in service, design, and manufacturing and has ISO-9001: 2000 and ISO-13485: 2003 certification. For more information, visit www.pdcorp.com.

Precision Dynamics Corporation, product names, company names, marks, logos and symbols mentioned herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of Precision Dynamics Corporation. All other product names, company names, marks, logos and symbols mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective owners.

# # #

PDC is the global leader in the development of Auto ID wristband systems for healthcare, leisure and
entertainment, and law enforcement.
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